
ORIENTEERING ACT – PARTICIPATION PROJECTS

In recent times OACT has received OA participation funding for:

SC-ORE (School orienteering). This is a 4-week program for primary school children held at various
schools before school. This was an initiative by Toni Brown and has been happening now for 3 years. We
do this program twice per year, in March-April and Oct-November. Typically 150 to 200 children attend
each event and they pay $20 for the 4-week program. At present the OACT Development Officer (a paid
position on an hourly basis) has been coordinating SC-ORE, finding course setters and the other
volunteers. (OA funding in previous years)

Street Orienteering. This has been happening in Canberra since early 2011 and is based on Victoria’s PAS
program. It is manual punching and SportIdent is not used. In recent years OACT has received OA
participation funding to make more street-o maps. Members are more likely to volunteer to course-set
in their local suburb, and so a wider range of maps facilitates this. From that perspective, this funding
has been a success. (OA funding in previous years)

MTBO. OACT received funding to purchase equipment and promotional material for MTBO. Participation
at OACT MTBO events has increased. However I suggest this is more due to the fact we have a MTBO
coordinator (Marina Iskhakova) who has put much effort in promoting MTBO and importantly
encouraging course setters and organizers for the individual events, often herself. The participation in
OACT MTBO events has gone from 240 last year to 443 this year. (OA grant $5K in 2019)

Sunday Sprint. This is an initiative of Tate Needham and will be launched in January 2020 – a 10-event
program from January to March. This will be running concurrently to our street-o program on Monday
evenings and our summer Twilight bush orienteering on Wednesday evenings. This sprint series will be
pre-entry only, one course only (about 3km), and a short start time window (9am to 9.30am and be back
by 10am). We expect it will attract 50 to 100 participants. Tate expects three volunteers will be
necessary for each event – the coordinator whose role includes the IT and timing aspects, course setter
and event organizer. However the future success of this program will depend upon how long Tate
Needham is prepared to be coordinator in future years, or whether someone else volunteers to be
coordinator and has sufficient charisma to find course setters and organisers for each individual event.
(OA grant $10K in 2019)



Other Participation Projects

Our normal program is:

League and Championship events – Usually about 11 events per year on Sundays, from March through
to September. Typically attracts from 90 to 130, higher numbers for championship events. These are
club-organised events. Full SI.

Saturday Morning – usually about 15 events most Saturdays from May to early September. Held in local
bushland. Typically attracts 180 – 200 per event. Club events. Full SI, enter on the day (eod).

Summer Twilight – usually about 15 events each Wednesday evening in Oct – December and Feb –
March. Held in local bushland. Typically attracts 180 – 200 per event. Club events. Full SI, eod

Wednesday Midday – usually about 19 events per year each Wednesday from May to September.
Attracts about 30 persons. Local bushland. One person needed to do the course setting and manage the
equipment. A volunteer does the coordinating, ie finds the course setter/organizer for each event, and
also does the results and manages the takings. Manual punching – no SI, eod.

Street Orienteering – About 38 events per year, each Monday at 6.15pm, recesses in July – August.
Attracts up to 100 persons in summer, falls off to about 40 in winter. One person needed to do the
course setting and manage the equipment. A volunteer does the coordinating, ie finds the course
setter/organizer for each event, and a volunteer does the results and manages the takings. Manual
punching, eod.

(In addition there about 4 MTBO events per year, Ski event and one or two ‘special’ events and school
events.)

Comparison with 15 Years Ago

Whilst the average participation per event has remained steady, the numbers of the above bush events
has fallen compared to the past. Using figures from the 2005 Annual Report, this drop in the number of
bush events has been about 10 to 15%. (bush-events are the above events minus street-o)

The limiting factor here is not lack of participants, rather lack of volunteers (coordinators, event
organisers and course planners and others). This is a difficulty not just orienteering faces – this is
everywhere – in other sports.

However, this fall off in the number of bush events since 2005 has been more than compensated with
Street Orienteering, which we introduced in 2011.

In 2019, the number of events has held up when compared to 2018, and participation in our bush events
is projected to be 8% up this year compared to last year.



Other Aspects of Participation

The Sport Australia participation funding seems to be focused on new programs, such as the examples I
provide above with our SC-ORE program and proposed Sunday Sprint program. One issue with these
new programs: Do they create a new community of volunteers or do they rely upon our existing
volunteers to volunteer even harder?

Existing Systems Impacting Participation.

The frustration is that Sport Australia participation funding does not seem to recognize the importance
of our existing systems on participation. Hopefully the SA Impact Funding may.

Presentation. This is how Orienteering presents itself, on the website, on event information and how it
presents the results.

Recognition of Volunteers. Without the volunteers involved in the various jobs at events we would have
no orienteering. These include the mum and dad volunteers at grass roots events.

Recognition of regular participation. These are the participants who regularly attend orienteering events
including grass roots events which are the majority of events. We are not good at this recognition. Also
these are the orienteers most likely to volunteer.

Map Runner and Participation.

Society is moving in a direction whereby orienteering along with every other sport and community
organization will find it increasingly difficult to find the volunteers. Map Runner provides a scope to
reduce the volunteer effort at orienteering events. OACT so far has not become involved with Map
Runner. Nevertheless, OACT supports Map Runner being further developed. Associated with this is the
need for OACT to update its maps as necessary so they are properly geo-referenced.

Footnote (Received from OACT President Phil Walker)

The irony in the focus on seeking new initiatives for participation is that it has broadened the range of
urban and street orienteering on offer but not so much for growth in our traditional technical bush
events. I would like to hear about successful initiatives in other states to convert urban and street
orienteers to bush orienteers.


